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Bug #34229 in firefox mozilla-firefox (Ubuntu):
"Creating readable pdf"

Fix Requested In Status Severity Assigned To

firefox mozilla-firefox (Ubuntu) Unconfirmed Normal —

Request fix:  Upstream…  In Distribution…

All the new Mozilla based browsers have a Mozilla Postscript Module that makes 
the document like image. That means there is not even one letter there and you 
cannot go back to the url and not to copy something. I use cups-pdf 2.0.5 and 
ghostscript 8.53 which with Mozilla-suite (has a previous version of this module 
and doesn't support non latin characters) and I can print readable pdfs from web 
pages, something I can not do with Firefox, Epiphany, Galeon and Konqueror (has 
another module). I think the same problem exists with Gnome Print Version 2.12.1.

I understand that with this module I can print texts in any language and this is very 
important, and the price I have to pay is that when I try to print it to pdf to print it
as an image. However, that is not useful for a later use. I can not even follow the
url. I also understand that it is a part of all the new mozilla products and of 
products depend on them.

Is it possible at least for some browsers this Mozilla postscript module to enabled 
or disabled via synaptic? Or could it someway this module be enabled or disabled 
in the printer dialog?

Thank you for your time. I hope there would be a solution.

To post a comment you must log in.
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Latest bugs in firefox in ubuntu:

#34639: firefox 1.07 keeps radomly crashing [Unconfirmed]
#34612: firefox-config reports wrong directories [Unconfirmed]
#34607: firefox-xpcom.pc file has wrong idldir variable [Unconfirmed]
#34582: right clicking switches page direction. [Unconfirmed]
#34503: Firefox crashes when window is resized [Unconfirmed]
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Related tickets:

No related support tickets.
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